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Even though Engineering Expo 
is finished, you should still be keeping an
eye out for any internships or co-ops that
might interest you. In addition, you should
apply for other opportunities as a backup
in case you do not get an internship at the
company you talked to at Engineering
Expo. There are many websites that post
internships and job opportunities for
Engineering students including but not
limited to Handshake, LinkedIn, and many
others.

Another thing you can do is sign up for
information sessions. Many Virginia Tech
organizations connect with companies to
host events that help students learn more
about the company, ways they can improve
their resumes, and interview tips. 

A couple of the organizations that help
companies host information sessions are
the Society of Women Engineers, IEEE,
ECEconnect, Student Engineers' Council,
National Society of Black Engineers, Society
of Hispanic Professional Engineers, and
numerous others.

SO, YOU WENT TO
EXPO.  NOW WHAT?
Author: Kiara Klevar

You can find information about the
different organizations on Gobbler
connect or search them up on Google.
These organizations can be a very useful
tool for getting in touch with companies
and finding job opportunities. 

Another thing you can do is expand your
network. Having a large network can help
with getting internships, making
connections with companies, and finding
jobs when you graduate. Some ways you
can expand your network is by talking to
family, friends, and even professors
about interests, different career areas,
and other activities you have done that
you might want a job in. Professors have
been in your position before. They have
been students looking for internships.
They could have advice on how you can
advertise yourself to employers.

Also remember, if you did not get an
interview or an internship at Engineering
Expo, IT’S OKAY!! There will be more
opportunities for you to connect with
recruiters and companies before summer
starts. Don’t give up now. Put yourself
out there!!
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Capricorn - You are at odds with yourself as you struggle
to reconcile your wants and your needs. Your practicality is
important, but do not disregard your emotional side. It’s
okay to ask for help, and you need to focus on whatever
will lighten your load.
Aquarius - You are in the midst of a big change, whether
you realize it or not. Try to reconnect with your inner child
during this change by finding your joy in unconventional
places!
Pisces - You may be uncertain about your path in life, and
that may cause you a lot of anxiety. Be proud of the work
you’re putting in, and trust that everything will turn out
okay!
Aries - You’re used to succeeding if you work hard enough,
but that’s made you believe there is only one way to reach
your goals. Change can be a good thing, so switch things
up this week and see where your new path takes you!
Taurus - Motivation may not always come easily, but be
sure of yourself this week! Good things are coming your
way, so practice gratitude and don’t let trivial concerns
bring you down!

PLACES TO STUDY
Author: Jiyeon Park
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Torgersen Hall: 
Torgersen Hall is next to the Newman library. On the
first floor of Torgersen Hall, there is an open space
to study. 

Hancock Hall: 
Hancock Hall has an open study area on the first
floor and the second floor near the door. On the first
floor, there are three desks with comfortable sofas
and desks with partitions. 

New Classroom Building: 
On each floor, there are some small open study
lounges to study with your friends. Although it is a
little far away from Hoge Hall, you can always go to
study after your classes when you are nearby. 

D2: 
If you want to study all day WITH FOOD, D2 is a place
for you. On Sunday you can stay all day just paying
for your breakfast, lunch, and dinner ONCE! But be
careful on weekdays because there is a break time
for the employees between lunch and dinner.

Gemini - You might find yourself questioning your beliefs
this week, which can be scary and uncomfortable. Reach
out to your chosen family and trust in your support system
and in yourself.
Cancer - The tradeoff for your professional life may be your
personal life. Regret is not a path forward, so focus on
healing and make space for the people who care about you.
Leo - You are your own worst critic, whether you realize it
or not. Try to find your joy through your relationships
rather than through numerical success, and open up to the
people in your life!
Virgo - You may love yourself, but you’re struggling to like
yourself. Remember that your worth comes from you, not
from your usefulness to others. Trust yourself, and know
that you're loved for who you are rather than what you do.
Libra - You have a complicated past, and you worry about it
affecting your future. Forgive yourself for your mistakes,
but remember to learn and grow from your failures.
Scorpio - Your words will speak louder than your actions
this week. You might mean well, but it’s easy to be
misconstrued. Communicate clearly with your peers, and
don’t be afraid to let your caring side shine through!
Sagittarius - Your generosity and kindness may be taken
advantage of this week. Learn to set boundaries with your
loved ones and prioritize your well being this week!

As you are approaching the 
exams for your classes, you might 
want to look for a place to study.
Unfortunately, there is only one lounge on the
second floor this semester. However, there
are many places to study on campus.
 
Newman Library: 
You can either reserve a group study room
through booking.lib.vt.edu or use an open
study area. Located on the 2nd and 4th floors
of Newman library, there are spaces for
collaborative work including whiteboards. 

Quiet spaces and Torg Bridge: 
If you are a person who needs a quiet place to
study, Torg bridge, the 3rd, and the 5th floor
of the Newman library offer quiet study space
for you. But keep in mind to be considerate of
those around you while in these spaces.

Monday to Thursday       5 - 10 pm
Saturday and Sunday      1 - 6 pm

Studio 1 Hours: Don't know what to
make? Check out
the Idea Book!  


